MEETING NOTICE - SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1:00PM-5:00PM  (Please note earlier start time)

TOSKA AUDIO
186-188 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park, Il 60035
847.926.3102
www.ToskaAudio.com

DIRECTIONS:

GOOGLE MAP LINK:  http://tiny.cc/byrdcz

Just add your starting location.

(SEPTEMBER MEETING-TOSKA AUDIO- USHER AUDIO TD-10 DMD Loudspeakers with Tube and Solid State; AUDIO SOLUTION FIGARO XL Loudspeakers with BOB CARVER CRIMSON 350 Tube Monoblocks

We are happy to meet again with Peter Mulligan of Toska Audio ( www.ToskaAudio.com ) at their new (for us) location in Highland Park for a presentation of two new great speaker systems.

The first half of the meeting will be based around the Usher Audio TD-10 DMD Loudspeakers (that we missed out on in July) driven by excellent tube and solid state setups and featuring both a diamond midrange and a diamond tweeter. We will have the opportunity to hear the speakers with both
tube and solid state electronics. The first setup that includes both tube and solid state amplification will be as follows:

Usher Audio TD-10 DMD Loudspeakers
( https://usheraudio.com.tw/portfolio-item/td-10/ )

Tsakiridis Devices Aeolos Ultra Tube Integrated Amplifier (KT-150)
( http://www.tsakiridis-devices.com/integrated_amplifiers_aeolos_ultra.html )

Bel Canto Black EX Solid State Integrated
( http://www.belcantodesign.com/home/black-ex/ex-integrated/ )

Triangle Art Hathor Turntable
( http://triangleart.net/product/hathor/ )

Cocktail Audio X-50 Music Server
( http://www.cocktailaudio.com/home/sub01_11.php )

The second half of the meeting will be based around the Audio Solutions Figaro XL loudspeakers and will consist of the following:

Audio Solutions Figaro XL Loudspeakers
( http://www.audiosolutions.lt/products/figaro/figaro-xl )

Bob Carver Crimson 350 Tube Monoblocks
( https://www.bobcarvercorp.com/crimson-raven )

Roon Nucleus Plus Music Server
( https://roonlabs.com/nucleus.html )
Mytek Manhattan II DAC and possible new DR (time permitting) (https://mytekdigital.com)

Dr Feickert Venti Limited Edition Turntable (http://www.feickert.org/index.php?id=2&L=1)

Our thanks to Peter Mulligan of Toska Audio for organizing a great lineup of some of the newest and most interesting high-end components for the making of a great meeting. Hope to see everyone there.